
Vocera Communication System

Vocera System Software
The Vocera® Voice Communication solution enables rapid communication, facilitating 
better outcomes for the patient and caregiver. Contacting other team members is as 
simple as saying the name, function, or group name of the people you want to reach.

The Vocera Voice Communication solution enables hands-free, voice-controlled 
wireless voice communication using the wearable Vocera B3000 Communication 
Badge throughout a wireless networked building or campus, and one-touch or 
voice-controlled communication on smartphones beyond the network via the Vocera 
Connect application.

Vocera Voice Includes:

Vocera System Software
The Vocera software platform features a multi-layer architecture that recognizes 
more than 100 voice commands to enable users to instantly connect with other 
hospital staff members, groups and functions, and integrates with existing patient 
care applications. 

Vocera Connect Applications
This software solution enables smartphones, including iPhone®, Android™, 
BlackBerry™, and Cisco® devices, as well as personal computers, to communicate 
through the Vocera System. 

Voice Integration
The Vocera Messaging Interface (VMI) provides a two-way interface linking once-
disparate systems with any Vocera mobile communication device to improve 
response times and safety, enhance staff and patient satisfaction, streamline work 
and patient flows, and reduce overhead paging.

Vocera System Software
The Vocera Communication System transforms the way mobile workers communicate 
by enabling them to instantly connect with the right person simply by saying 
the name, function, or group name of the person they want to reach, often while 
remaining at the point-of-care. The system includes an optimized speech recognition 
engine which responds to over 100 voice commands.
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Frequently Used Commands

Action Spoken Command

Call by name Call John Smith

Call a group member Call an anesthesiologist

Call a role Call room 4101 nurse

Initiate a broadcast to a group Broadcast to emergency response team

Locate nearest member of a group Where is the nearest member of security

Send a voice message Record a message for pediatric nursing

Dial a phone number or extension Dial extension 3145

The Vocera Communication System controls the calling and messaging functions of 
Vocera devices and mobile client devices and maintains profiles for users and groups 
that enable customization of workflow patterns for each customer. The scalable 
software platform can support multiple geographic sites and multiple facilities within 
a healthcare system to help clinicians stay connected to the latest status of their 
patients.

In addition to the primary Vocera System server, the software platform includes SIP 
Telephony software to interface with customers’ existing phone systems, the Vocera 
Report Server software, device management, and diagnostic reporting tools.

Through system integration, Vocera also helps clinicians stay connected to multiple 
alarm and alert systems. The Vocera solution helps staff to connect with the right 
individuals, at the right time, to address the current situation.
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